


ACCOUNTING 
Accounting is how you record, interpret, and summarize your financial profile to anyone interested in your 
business, including you. This can help everyone involved in your business to make informed decisions 
about investing   
or becoming a part of your business. Most organizations typically report their financial information on a 
monthly  basis or, at the very least, annually using an accounting method. 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/ ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
Accounts Payable are the vendors you need to pay for services or products you’ve received (ie, what you 
owe). 
Accounts Receivable are those who need to pay you   
for your offering, or the services and products you provide (ie, what clients owe you). 

ACCRUAL 
Accrual accounting is a method of accounting that recognizes transactional value at the time it is earned, 
spent, or performed, regardless of whether you’ve actually received payment or not. Under this method 
you can get a better understanding of what  a business is worth. 

AMORTIZATION 
This process lets businesses budget the funds they use to pay for their intangible assets over time 
(typically the length of time the asset is useful). Amortization makes it so the amount a business pays for the 
asset directly relates to   
the value it provides and revenue it generates. So, over time, the amount a business pays for the asset 
changes, just as a tangible asset changes due to Depreciation or Depletion. 

ASSETS 
Assets are goods such as equipment, accounts receivable, cash, prepaid expenses, patents and other 
intangible assets, inventory, and other property you own that have quantifiable monetary value. Everything 
from your business’ physical location to the products you sell can be considered assets. These come in 
handy in financial reports such as your Balance Sheet, Chart of Accounts, and Cash Runway. 

BACK OFFICE 
All the administrative tasks associated with running a business, including accounting, taxes, and payroll. 

BAD DEBT 
A debt is considered “bad” when you, as the loaner/creditor/collector, can no longer collect or recover it. 
There are many reasons why bad debt happens, the most common being when a company has declared 
bankruptcy or when the debt is so small that it becomes more costly to pursue  
collection than the debt is actually worth. But don’t worry, if a debt you’re collecting goes into “bad” 
territory you can write it off as an expense! 

BALANCE SHEET 
Your Balance Sheet shows assets, liabilities, and owner's equity as of a certain date. Like the name implies, 
this report consists of a chart with two sides listing values that, when totaled, should always be in balance. 
One side lists the value of what you owe (liabilities) and any owner equity while the other lists the value of 
what you own (assets). 
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BOTTOM LINE 
Commonly thought of as the main, or essential, point or goal, the term bottom line refers to your 
company’s net income or earnings. This is one of the first things outsiders will look at to judge your 
business’ performance. To improve your bottom line, you can either work on generating more revenue 
or reducing your expenses, or both! 

BURN RATE 
Your burn rate measures your outgoing cash flow and is based on the amount of money your company 
typically spends each month. So, if you’re spending $30,000 each month, you’d have a burn rate of 
30,000. This rate is important for forecasting your income. If your burn rate is larger than your expected 
income, or if it doesn’t leave room for upcoming expenses, you know you need to adjust your monthly 
spending. 

C CORPORATION 
One way you can choose to structure your business entity, is to incorporate as a C Corporation. C 
Corporations are seen as separate entities from their owners, so they are subject to double taxation of all 
income initially on the business level and then on the individual level when that income is distributed to 
its owners, investors, and employees. While double taxation doesn’t sound great, the upside is that this 
business model makes profit sharing more straightforward, so acquiring investments from VC's and 
accelerator programs is much easier. 

CAPITAL 
Capital can be used to describe anything a company owns that is considered a financial resource. 
Everything from materials to machinery, facilities, and more can be considered capital because they all 
add value to the company and its future growth. 

CASH ACCOUNTING 
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The cash method of accounting only reflects transactions at the time payment is actually received or 
made. Using this method you can see the exact amount of cash you have available at any given time, 
and you can account for advanced payments, payments  
 in full at the time they are received instead of over time. But you won’t be able to account for value at 
the time it is earned, spent,  or performed like you would when using the accrual method. 

CASH FLOW STATEMENT 
Your cash flow statement is a financial report that shows all the incoming and outgoing transactions your 
company has, i.e., how you’re spending your money and how you’re earning your income. Investors 
love this one because they can get a good understanding of how your business operates, where it’s 
making money, and how you make choices about expenses.  
The statement is broken out into three areas: Operations   
(the basic operating business functions as seen in Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory, 
Depreciation), Investing (long-term changes to equipment, acquiring or selling assets, hiring, etc.), and 
Financing (acquiring debts, repaying loans, etc.). 

CASH RUNWAY 
Your cash runway is a time measurement of how long your business could survive if it stopped making 
money and continued spending as it is. This is easily calculated by dividing the amount of money you 
have readily available by your burn rate. 

CONTROLLER 
As the head of your accounting operations, your Controller oversees all your business’ financial 
processes, statements, and reports. A controller should have the experience and knowledge to perform 
all major bookkeeping duties with  the same insights and expertise as a CPA while also managing 
payroll, tax, billings, transactions, etc. This  gives them total control over a company’s finances. 

CPA 
What distinguishes CPAs or Certified Public Accountants   
who specialize in business finances from other accounting professionals is the amount of additional 
knowledge they possess that provides a great deal of value to businesses? In order to pass the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants’ exam and become a licensed CPA, accounting professionals 
must study business, economics, information technology, and taxes. Even after they pass, they are 
required to continue their education.  This helps them provide the invaluable insight and anticipation 
into what a business needs and may come across down the road. 
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CREDIT 
A credit is an agreement between a lender (creditor) and a borrower (debtor). The lender gives the 
borrower something of value (this could be money, supplies, or any other kind of asset) with the 
understanding, written or unwritten, that the borrower agrees to repay at a later date. The borrower then 
assumes what is known as debt, which can but does not always build interest on what is owed over time. 
Most individuals do this on a daily basis. When you use your credit card you incur debt that you have to 
pay back to your bank in the future. In this scenario your bank is the creditor and you are the borrower. 

CURRENT RATIO 
A current ratio measures a company’s ability to pay its bills  by comparing their current assets (assets that 
a company expects to convert to cash within a year) over its current liabilities (what the company expects 
to pay within a year). A ratio of 1 or lower indicates that a company may have a hard time paying off 
what it owes. 

DEFERRAL 
In accrual accounting you can defer some income and expense items, so they are not accounted for until 
a future time. A deferred expense means that while the expense has been paid for, it hasn’t occurred or 
been received yet. Similarly, deferred revenue is money that has been received but has not been earned 
yet. 

DEFICIT 
A deficit is a negative balance on your Retained Earnings.  This happens when your accumulated losses 
exceed the amount of equity there is in the company. If a SaaS company spends $2 million on 
equipment and supplies but only sells $1.5 million in service subscriptions, they’ll have a deficit. 

DEPRECIATION 
Some assets lose value over time due to use, wear and tear, or changes in the market. This is known as 
depreciation and must be accounted for to help understand how the asset helped the company earn 
revenue. The IRS allows businesses to calculate depreciation for the taxes they pay on their physical 
assets. 

DISSOLUTION 
The act of closing down a business, organization, or even  a partnership and dissolving the assets. 
Dissolution involves selling the remaining machinery, inventory, physical location/space, etc. to retain as 
much cash as possible (to pay off debts or get a final profit). 

DIVIDEND 
Dividends are the portion of a company’s profit that are distributed as cash, stocks, or other property to 
shareholders or investors. 
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DOUBLE-ENTRY BOOKKEEPING 
Double-entry bookkeeping/accounting is the standard  record-keeping method used by present-day 
accounting  professionals. It is also the bookkeeping method Belle Capital uses. As the name states, 
when using the double-entry  system each transaction is entered in your book of accounts twice, once in 
a “cash” account as a debit and then in  a “revenue” account as a credit.  

This process makes it possible to verify and ensure  you have an accurate, balanced profit & loss 
statement  at any given time. The goal is to use both entries as  a foolproof way to catch any errors 
within your accounts. 

EBITDA MARGIN 
EBITDA stands for Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization, which is quite a 
mouthful but all you need to know as a business owner is that it helps you measure your profit after all 
the expenses that go along with operating your business. This figure is something analysts and investors 
will look at to get an idea of your long-term profitability and ability to pay off financing. 

ENTITY 
An entity is something that can exist independently. This can be a person, organization, partnership, or 
business. Legally, your business can become its own entity under four main types of business: Sole 
Proprietorships, Partnerships   
(General Partnerships, LP/LLP/LLLPs), Limited Liability Companies (LLCs, PLLCs), and Corporations (C 
Corps,  S Corps, Professional Corporations, etc.). 

EQUITY 
Equity is the difference between the money owners and stockholders put into the company (plus any 
income or  assets that aren’t distributed as a dividend) and the money the company owes (liabilities). 

ESCROW 
Escrow accounts are used as third party accounts during transactions to hold funding until the two 
parties (buyers  and sellers) have agreed to finalize payment. This allows  the buyers to make reasonable 
conditions on their purchase, protecting them from risks while also assuring the seller that the buyer is 
committed and able to pay. 

EXEMPT EMPLOYEE 
Employees who are exempt are excluded from receiving overtime pay for any time spent working that 
exceeds 40 hours within one week. To be exempt you must be a salaried employee and perform specific 
job duties such as learned  or creative professions and some administrative jobs. While the IRS has set 
the salary threshold for exemption of overtime pay at $23,600 per year ($455 per week) since 2004, this   
is expected to change sooner than later to reflect inflation over the years. 

Check out: Non-Exempt Employees at:  Source: http://www.flsa.com/cov erage.html 

EXPENSE 
Your expenses are the costs you pay to run your business such as paying employees, vendors, rent, 
depreciation, etc.
While it may not be very fun to see costs rack up, on the bright side your expenses are tax deductible 
and help reduce your taxable income in that sense expenses can affect your profitability which can be 
useful tool in your business tax strategy.
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FASB 
The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) is a board of agency of the U.S. private sector that 
upholds the standards of accounting and financial reporting for all organizations and business entities 
across the nation. This board is made up of full-time accounting professionals who cut ties with other 
interested firms in order to provide unbiased regulations based solely on knowledge of business 
accounting, finance, and planning. The FASB is recognized by the SEC who they work with to implement 
accounting rules and guidelines (like GAAP) across the entire industry of accounting professionals and 
service providers. 

FAIR MARKET VALUE 
This is an estimate of value of any given asset based on how it would perform with buyers who 
understand its utility but aren’t under any pressure to buy it or trade for it. The fair market value of your 
assets is assessed when processing your property taxes. 

FICA 
The Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) is a U.S. law that ensures taxes are deducted from all 
income to fund federal programs like Social Security and Medicare. Employers are responsible for 
splitting this contribution with their employees, while self-employed individuals such as freelancers are 
responsible for the entire contribution but can deduct half as a business expense. 

FISCAL YEAR 
Your fiscal year is the timeline that you budget your annual finances. This might not start and stop at the 
same times as a calendar year (January 1 - December 31) but will still include all 365/366 days. Say your 
fiscal year is June 1 - May 31, what you spend on August 18, 2015 will be part of your 2016 fiscal year. 

FIXED ASSETS 
Your fixed assets are things you purchase and intend to keep for a long time. Examples could be land or 
office space, furniture, office or manufacturing equipment, and some types of software. 

GAAP 
GAAP stands for Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, which is an excellent acronym because 
that’s exactly what it is: the official rules that all accountants, investors, auditors, bankers, and other 
financial professionals in the United States have accepted and adhere to. GAAP acts as the standard 
measuring stick to make it easier to compare businesses side by side and make informed decisions 
about providing loans or investments and to verify tax information. 

GAINS 
Your gains are an increase in the value or price of your assets and property and can be subject to the 
capital gains tax (unless they occur in a non-taxable account like a retirement account). 

GENERAL LEDGER 
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Your company’s general ledger is where every single transaction gets entered (recorded, tracked, and 
posted) and is a useful tool for conducting internal research/reviews, audits, and budget preparation. 
The general ledger typically requires double-entry bookkeeping to provide the most accurate financials 
and can be used to prepare financial statements directly from the accounts, and as a means to identify 
errors or instances of fraud. 

GROSS/GROSS MARGIN 
Gross refers to a total amount (unlike “Net”). So, your Gross Income is your entire income before taxes, 
savings, and other deductions are taken out. Your Gross Margin is a percentage representation of how 
much of your business’ revenue can be attributed to your sales. 

HAIRCUT 
When defining a loan, a haircut is the difference between the market value of an asset used as collateral 
and the loan amount. This measurement is a reflection of the lender’s assumed risk of the asset losing its 
value. 

HEDGE 
A hedge is a type of investment that includes a contract agreement to sell futures at a set price. This is 
used to avoid risking any market fluctuations and also to ensure a solid return on investment. 

HIDDEN ASSET 
Hidden assets are properties that do not appear on your balance sheet. This can be an intangible asset 
such as a patent or trademark that is potentially valuable or an asset that maintains its value better than 
the depreciation rate that is applied. Both of these examples of hidden assets would result in a company 
having a higher net worth than what is reflected in its books. 

HOME-OFFICE DEDUCTION 
The IRS allows those who have an office in their home to claim a tax deduction for a proportionate part 
of the costs of their home rent or mortgage interest, utility bills, repairs, and depreciation. Regardless of 
whether you rent or own your residence, you can claim a home office deduction if you use your office to 
manage a business or trade and there is no other fixed location where you conduct substantial 
management or administrative activities for your business. 

INCOME VS. REVENUE 
These terms are often used interchangeably, but when you’re talking to an accountant, they have 
different meanings. In accounting, revenue includes the total amount of cash generated by sales, while 
your income refers to your bottom line and includes cash flow from all sources. 

INCUR 
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While incur is synonymous with acquire (to gain or come into), it usually has a negative connotation and 
refers to liabilities. While you “acquire” assets, you “incur” debt and responsibility that goes along with 
it. 

INTEREST 
Interest is the additional charge that accumulates on borrowed money. As a lender, you’ll make money 
from interest, which is awesome, and as a borrower, you’ll owe it when paying back what you borrow, 
not so awesome. 

INVENTORY/INVENTORY TURNOVER 
Your inventory is your go-to-retail assets, or the goods and materials that you plan to sell. Your inventory 
turnover is the measure of how many times your inventory is sold or used in any given time period, which 
can be a huge revenue generator. 

INVESTMENT 
An investment is the decision to spend in the present in hopes that it will generate a large enough 
income in the future to cover the original spend and create additional revenue. A straightforward 
example is investing in equipment to produce the product you sell. Your investment is the money you 
spend on the mechanics of your equipment and the return is the revenue you get from the product you 
sell. 

IPO 
An IPO (Initial Public Offering) is the first sale of stock when a company goes from private to public. 
Because there’s a lack of historical trading data and IPO companies are typically in a growth transition, 
this tender milestone involves a great deal of uncertainty for investors and therefore companies must do 
their due diligence to communicate a well thought out, responsible plan for what they plan to do with 
the extra capital and to give public investors a sense of security and peace of mind. 

IRS 
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is a part of the U.S. federal government and is responsible for tax 
collection and tax law enforcement. Both businesses and individuals pay income taxes to the IRS based 
on a certain percentage of their net income each year (or quarter). 

JOB COSTING 
Job costing is an accounting practice that tracks all activities involved—materials, labor, and overhead—
and allocates them into the budget for each project or job. Accountants perform this regularly at 
businesses that work on and charge for short- and long-term jobs for clients, such as agencies, firms, 
construction companies, film studios, and medical services. 

JOINT COSTING 
A joint cost essentially kills two or more birds with one stone (birds being a product, service, or project). 
Joint costing comes up when a company is budgeting for multiple ventures with overlapping needs––say 
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you need to order elastic for both your sweatpants and your headband lines. This can make it difficult for 
your accountant to parse out the cost allocation between each job so it’s important to establish a 
specific accounting protocol for joint costing. 

JOURNAL 
Your business’ accounting journal is a chronological record of all of your financial transactions, typically 
with categorization and notes. Each transaction is known as a journal entry and while each one used to 
be recorded by hand in a physical book, technology has largely automated the journaling process. 

KEY CURRENCY 
Key Currency is used in your international transactions to clearly establish the reference point for 
calculating the exchange rates involved. This can be an important consideration during outsourced trade 
agreements and in hiring international employees, contractors, and agencies. 

KEY RATIO 
A key ratio can be any two financial data points that, when compared, provide valuable information into 
a company’s performance. This can indicate patterns in relation to a company’s historical performance as 
well as similar companies, the industry, and the overall market. Investors are especially interested in key 
ratios when evaluating investment opportunities. 

KICKBACK 
A kickback is a form of bribery for favoring one party over another. This type of compensation can come 
as money, gifts, credits, and anything that can hinder the deciding participant’s ability to choose without 
bias. In the U.S. kickbacks are considered a corrupt practice and are illegal. 

KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL 
Your company’s knowledge capital are the intangible assets encompassing your employees’ skills, 
experience, on-the-job education, and understanding of your business or industry. Because this asset is 
so specialized and unique, it can give your company a highly valuable advantage over your competitors 
and is worth investing in. 

LEMON 
You may have heard this term used when a car breaks down right after you buy it. In business and 
finance a lemon means something pretty similar and refers to a disappointing investment where the 
return is not even close to what was projected or expected at the time of investment. 

LENDER 
A lender provides the available capital to the party in need (an individual or company) along with the 
expectation that they will be paid back (with or without interest). Anyone can be a lender, but they are 
typically banks, investors, or businesses and can be for a variety of expenses. 

LIABILITIES 
Your company’s liabilities are the debts and obligations you owe. These are listed on the right side of 
your balance sheet including loans and mortgages, accounts payable, expenses, and any deferred 
revenue. 
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These may sound like a bad thing, but liabilities are essential to financing your expansions and 
operational (production) costs. Without liabilities it would be impossible to gain assets (the left side of 
your balance sheet), which is part of the reason both sides of your balance sheet need to be equal at all 
times. 

LIQUIDITY 
Liquidating your assets refers to selling them for cash. Liquidity, sometimes referred to as marketability, 
is a measurement of how easy it would be to buy and sell an asset without a loss.  

It’s less risky to invest in liquid assets because you can easily cash in the asset if you need to and get 
your money returned quicker than more involved investments. 

LLC 
Limited Liability Companies (LLC's) are a mixture entity between a corporation partnership and a sole 
proprietorship They give business owners the best of both worlds, with high flexibility, and low risk.  Like 
a C- Corporation the owners and members aren't liable for the debts of the company, but unlike a C. 
Corporation an LLC's revenue is seen as the owner's income so the business isn't taxed as a separate 
entity.

LOSS 
A loss occurs when net income decreases outside of the business’ normal revenue and operations. This 
happens when you have to sell an asset for more than it’s worth in your accounting books. An example 
of an operation loss would be selling your product for less than it costs to produce. An example of a 
capital loss would be when you have to sell an investment asset (land, equipment, etc.) for less than the 
value of what you spent to acquire it originally minus the estimated depreciation.  

If your business is operating at a loss you can apply for tax relief by either applying the loss to your past 
taxes (between two or three years) to receive a credit or applying them to save on future income tax 
payments (between seven to ten years). 

MAKE-OR-BUY DECISION 
The decision to make or buy involves weighing the pros and cons of producing or developing a product 
or part in-house versus sourcing it. This decision has gotten more complicated with the advancements 
in technology making it easier to develop and manufacture products, but also propelling international 
communication and collaboration. 

MARGINAL ANALYSIS 
As a decision-making tool, marginal analysis is the process of weighing the benefits of adding an activity 
or function with the added costs. Generally speaking, we perform marginal analysis in our day-to-day 
lives, but the effects of these decisions become much larger with an entire business at stake. 

MARKET SHARE 
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Your company’s market share is broadly defined as how much of the industry market you “own.” 
Another way to think about it is your portion of the total sales in your industry during a specific time. 

This is a large indicator of how you’re performing relative to your competitors, which is something 
potential investors and shareholders will be looking at when they decide whether to invest in your 
company. 

NET & NET INCOME & NET MARGIN 
Net refers to a total amount after all deductions are applied (while Gross refers to a total amount before 
deductions). Your Net Income is your entire income after overheads, interests, taxes, and other 
deductions are taken out. Your Net Margin is a percentage representing how much of your revenue is 
turned into cash profit.  

This can be calculated using this formula:  

Net Margin (%) = (Revenue - Cost of Goods Sold - Operating Expenses - Interest & Taxes)/Revenue 

NONCASH EXPENSE 
A noncash expense is a loss that is reported on your company’s income statement even if cash was not 
used. An example would be the costs associated with depreciation. While this is an expense, it pertains 
to value decreasing over time, not a payment. 

NONEXEMPT EMPLOYEE 
Employees who are nonexempt must receive overtime pay anytime their time spent working exceeds 40 
hours within one week. Nonexempt employees are typically ones who are paid hourly but salaried 
employees making less than $23,000 per year (or $455 per week) are also considered non exempt and 
eligible for overtime pay. 

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION 
A nonprofit or not-for-profit organization (NPO) is dedicated to using its resources and revenue to 
answer societal needs and help solve community issues. Nonprofits operate without owners alleviating 
priorities outside of solving the issue. In the United States, nonprofits and charities can apply to the IRS 
for tax exemption. 

OPERATING COSTS 
Your company’s operating costs are the expenses that relate to the function of your business such as 
devices, resources, equipment, and facilities. This can include typical ongoing overhead costs as well as 
variable expenses such as materials and one-off purchases. 

OPPORTUNITY COST 
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Time is money. This phrase is the essence of opportunity cost and as a business owner this is a crucial 
part of your marginal analysis. Every time you choose between one option or another you have to factor 
in the benefits to pursuing each option. When you make a choice to prioritize one, you are faced with 
the opportunity costs of another. For example, the opportunity costs of attending college mean giving 
up a potential income from a job. However, the marginal analysis rationalizes this choice by assuming a 
greater potential income with a college degree than without one. 

ORGANIC GROWTH 
Your company’s organic growth is the increased profit based on building your businesses by ramping up 
production output and sales instead of growth solely based on investments or mergers and acquisitions. 
Your organic growth can be a dependable indicator of how well your company operates and how 
productively you generate your own profits. 

OVERHEAD 
Your overhead consists of the general operating expenses and fees required to run your business. When 
ongoing and predictable, these costs can be built into your pricing. 
P&L 
Profit & Loss (P&L) Statement (aka Income Statement) shows your revenue , cost of goods sold, and 
expenses during any given period of time. This is one of your most important financial statements (along 
with balance sheet and cash flow) and provides the best view into your bottom line, net income. 

PRINCIPAL 
The term principal refers to the "main point/piece", which is pretty broad, so it's important to know that 
it carries a few different meanings in the business realm. In the context of a loan this is the outstanding 
balance, not including any interest, so the primary amount of the loan similarly, the principal on an 
investment is the original amount before it generates any earnings. This can also refer to a couple of 
different roles, including a primary owner of a private company and the main buyer or seller in a 
transaction ("Principal Owner" or "Principal Buyer/Seller").

PRIVATE COMPANY 
Private companies are owned by individuals or exclusive shareholders. While a private company can 
have shareholders, it is not available to public trading or exchanges on the stock market. 

PROFIT SHARING 
Some companies choose to offer profit sharing to their employees through a Deferred Profit-Sharing 
Plan (DPSP). This involves distributing a portion of the company’s earnings at specific times. 

This can be a great way to give your employees a sense of ownership as well as an incentive to perform 
and reach goals. This can be in addition to regular employee bonuses and can either be in the form of a 
cash bonus or allocating shares (for public companies). 
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PUBLIC COMPANY 
A public company has reached IPO (initial public offering) and is openly traded on the stock market. 
While going public means a company can raise much more capital to fund growth projects, it also comes 
with more responsibilities. Companies must report to their shareholders, which means greater scrutiny 
into every aspect of the business. This increases exposure and many critical eyes on your company’s 
performance and adhering to standards and expectations. 

QUALITY OF EARNINGS 
Your company’s quality of earnings involves weeding out specific types of earnings that are included in 
the accounting process, such as assets, depreciation, inventory, and operations, so you are left with the 
actual amount of free cash flow. Having high-quality earnings indicates that a company has more control 
over its performance and won’t be reactive to external events such as inflation. This makes them a less 
risky investment or acquisition opportunity. 

QUARTERLY EARNINGS 
Your company’s quarterly earnings are a report of what your net income was over a three-month period 
of your fiscal year. A great deal of planning and budgeting takes place on a quarterly basis, so this figure 
becomes an essential part of business operations. Looking at annual performance broken out by quarter 
can be even more important for understanding seasonal fluctuations, as well as deciphering a “busy 
season” or “slow season” when your business may require different resources. Businesses that 
experience high clientele turnover will also want to use these reports for job costing, and to forecast 
hiring. 

R&D 
Companies that perform a variety of research and development efforts can and should expense the 
associated costs immediately and apply for a Research and Experimentation Tax Credit from the IRS. 
This can include technological research advancements toward developing a new product, experimenting 
with alternate solutions, or scientific procedures to answer uncertainty around your business. There are 
four types of research-related expenses that you can claim: Wages, Contract Research, Supplies, and 
Computers. 

RATIO ANALYSIS 
Ratio analysis is used to show comparative data between different reports, time period changes, and 
external comparison with other companies or industries. By identifying relationships between different 
values, you can pinpoint relative activity in your company and infer cause and effect or gaps in your 
knowledge of business trends. 

RECONCILIATION 
In accounting, reconciliation is the process of matching the value of what is purchased (what an 
individual or company spends money on) with the amount leaving the accounts. This is to ensure the 
company is in balance and double check for any fraudulent charges or mistakes. Once the transactions in 
an account are reconciled, the end balance should match the account records. 

RETAINED EARNINGS 
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Your retained earnings are the income that you keep within the company instead of distributing to 
owners, investors, shareholders, or employees as dividends. These earnings can then be reinvested into 
your business or used to pay off any debts. 

REVENUE RECOGNITION 
Revenue recognition is one of the principles under GAAP accounting that outlines the conditions for 
recognizing your business’ income as revenue. This can be a set timeline or, more commonly, once 
income reaches a certain amount. 

ROI 
Return on investment is an evaluation of what you earned in comparison to how much you spent— 
whether the juice was worth the squeeze. 

SEC 
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is an agency of the U.S. government that regulates the 
stock exchange and administers reporting regulations for public corporations. The SEC also works with 
the FASB to implement accounting rules and guidelines (like GAAP) across the entire industry. 

SERIES A 
Your Series A is your company’s first major round of venture capital financing. This big milestone gets its 
name from the preferred type of stock that is offered to these initial investors (A, standing for the first 
series of stock–after the founders, founding employees, and any other personal funders or angel 
investors). 

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP 
A sole proprietorship is business entity with a single owner. In this type of business, the owner and the 
business are legally the same, but separate entities for all accounting purposes. This makes the owner of 
the business also the owner of all its assets and leaves them legally accountable for all financial liabilities 
(debts, loans, and losses). 

STOCKHOLDER (AKA SHAREHOLDER) 
Those who hold stock or shares in your company are owners of the common or preferred stocks you 
offer. Even though these individuals or groups are technically owners of the company they are not 
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personally responsible for the company’s liabilities like a Sole Proprietor would be. They will receive a 
portion of the proceeds whenever the company is profitable, but also risk losing income if the company 
doesn’t perform well. This entitles them to a certain level of transparency into the company’s 
performance records. 

TRADEMARK 
Your company trademark is a word, phrase, symbol or design that identifies your business as the source 
of a product, good, or service. An example of this is a logo, emblem, or badge. While you do not have 
to register your trademark with the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, there are exclusive ownership 
advantages that could make it worth your while as you build your product, offering, and business brand. 

TRANSACTION 
A transaction is any financial event that warrants an entry in your company’s accounting records and 
statements. This occurs when money changes hands and can be in the form of any payment made to 
vendors, sellers, and employees, or payments from customers. 

TURNOVER 
In business accounting, turnover can have two meanings. Asset turnover is a measurement of how often 
your offering inventory is stocked and sold during any given time—typically you’ll want this to be 
faster/higher indicating high demand. Exchange turnover refers to the percentage of shares that get 
traded during a specific time—you’ll want this number to be smaller so you can avoid paying brokers 
multiple commissions. 

UNADJUSTED TRIAL BALANCE 
An unadjusted trial balance can be found on your general ledger if you are using double entry 
bookkeeping. The balance is a total of all transaction of the given time period after reporting has closed 
but before any adjustments have been made. This can be useful for identifying what adjustment entries 
need to be made if there appear to be discrepancies. 

UNDERSTATE 
Understating in accounting is when an asset or liability is undervalued in comparison to its actual cost or 
its fair market value. This is a mistake that many small businesses commit due to limited accounting 
resources or inexperienced bookkeepers and can be especially problematic and extremely costly when 
the IRS catches wind and gets involved. 

UNDERWRITER 
Underwriters help entities go public (see IPO) by purchasing securities to resell and distribute to 
investors. By buying these shares up front they run the risk of having to sell shares for less than the price 
they paid if they perform poorly. 

UNLIMITED LIABILITY 
Owners and partners of unlimited liability businesses share total responsibility for all liabilities the 
business has. This mean that the partners or sole proprietors are personally accountable for all debts and 
may be required to make up for these losses using personal property (homes, cars, etc.). 

VALUATION 
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A valuation shows how much your company is worth based on different measurements. There are very 
objective techniques–– projected earnings, and estimated demand––and more abstract techniques––
leadership influence and audience popularity––that can be used to determine a business’ value. Each go 
into effect and are key to swaying investors during the early stages of building your company or 
launching your product. 

VARIANCE 
Variance is a statistical term used to measure the difference between figures and amounts. A high 
amount of variance can indicate fluctuating trends, say an ebb and flow in product performance between 
seasons, and a variance closer to zero indicates a steadier pattern that is more predictable. 

VENDOR 
A vendor provides a good or service. While they can produce and supply what they sell, they typically 
act as the middleman, not the actual manufacturer of the good. For example, many businesses work with 
print vendors to source and create the printing of their physical marketing materials used for signage, 
events, and collateral. 

VENTURE CAPITAL 
A venture capital investment is a type of funding that typically empowers early stage companies to grow 
and create more jobs or increases production. This type of investment is very enticing for young startups 
creating new industry offerings. While investing in a new company with limited history comes with a 
certain level of risk, the equity stake exchanged for getting involved at this growth stage can be a big 
payoff for investors. 

VERTICAL ANALYSIS 
Vertical Analysis is a useful method for analyzing your balance sheet and cross comparing which of the 
three main categories—assets, liabilities, and owner’s equities—represents different portions of the 
report. This makes it easy to compare your balance sheet with ones from different business models and 
sizes as it is based on ratios not actual amounts. 

WITHHOLDINGS 
Withholdings are the tax fees that are taken out of each employee’s paycheck. Employers are required 
by the IRS to administer this each time they pay their employees’ wages. The amount that gets withheld 
is determined by each employee’s initial filing form (W-4). This also determines what an individual will 
owe or what refund they will receive when they file their taxes each year—if they have withheld the 
correct amount they will come out even, too little and they will owe, overpay and they will be refunded. 

WORKING CAPITAL 
A company’s working capital is the difference between the amount of assets and liabilities it currently 
has and indicates the company’s immediate viability.  

You can also analyze your company’s Working Capital Ratio (Assets/Liabilities) to see if you have enough 
assets to cover your current debts at any given time. The higher this ratio is (further from 1, or any 
smaller integer) the better! 
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WRITE-OFF 
A write off is an expense for any kind of assets that you can charge as business related (expenses that 
are part of your business duties). You can file these types of expenses as deductions on your business 
tax return. Expenses that are eligible for write-foss can vary from business to business based on 
different needs and models but should be within reason and justifiable if the IRS was to ever perform an 
audit because anything that isn't straightforward will probably scrutinized.

EXIT STRATEGY 
Business owners, investors, and venture capitalists will use an exit strategy to identify the right time and 
price when they will want to sell their portion of their business or go public (IPO). An exit strategy gives 
you a way to evaluate how you’ll get the most out of your company when you’re ready to relinquish your 
initial commitment to that business. This can be as easy as selling or trading shares, or getting acquired 
by another company, or it can be as complex as going for IPO. 

YEAR-TO-DATE 
Year-to-date (YTD) is a way of tracking and representing the days that have passed within a fiscal year. 
This is typically used when reporting figures for specific periods of time relative to annual performance 
so far. As a business owner this provides a reference point for reports from a given period of time and 
whether the figures are on track with the rest of the year so far. For example, your income statement will 
show your revenue, costs, and expenses during any given period of time and can also include the 
running year-to-date totals of those same figures. 

YIELD 
Yield is a term that widely refers to an outcome. In business accounting your yield represents an 
investor’s ROI from interest and dividends of their ownership stake. 

ZERO-BASED BUDGETING 
Zero-based budgeting allows for a budget to start from scratch for a new time period, or without the 
influence of previous periods. This method gives businesses a fresh start with their financial planning 
and allows them to budget based on the expenses that are absolutely essential for that specific period. 
The goals of this time-intensive method are to be highly critical of departmental overhead costs and get 
back to the essential priorities of each initiative that have proven their necessity. 
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